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Abstract— Aero plane safe landing-area detection system is 

invented for aero plane emergency landing, which is based 

on images acquired by aeroplane-mounted cameras. In this 

system, top-four important factors of unplanned landing, 

(emergency landing) are aero plane hijack, running out of 

fuel, extremely bad weather, medical emergency. So, we 

focus on the detection mechanism of safe landing area. 

terrain images acquired by aircraft-mounted cameras(Here 

we used goggle map images) and image stitching for a 

bigger field-of-view (FOV) &image improvement for 

increased visibility have been performed .Specifically, we 

propose a horizon detection to identify the ground in the 

image. Then, Segmentation is used to find out various 

clusters based on Color, performed by K-Mean Method. 

Principle component analysis is used for feature extraction 

& Classification of various clusters done by Cross 

correlation Classifier. Dimension assessment is done by 

using blob Analysis. Then, detected landing sites are sorted 

in descending order, based on size of area. If the dimensions 

of a candidate region exceed the minimum requirement for 

safe landing, the potential landing-site is considered a safe 

candidate and is highlighted on the human machine 

interface. At the end the pilot makes the final decision by 

confirming one of the candidates and also by considering 

other factors such as wind speed& its direction.        

Key words: Aero plane safe landing-area detection system, 

K-Mean Method, field-of-view (FOV), Image Stitching 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

An Aero plane safe landing-area detection system is 

proposed for aircraft emergency landing based on images 

captured by aircraft-mounted cameras. Emergency landing 

is an unplanned event in response to emergency situations. 

The top-four leading  factors of unplanned  landing, which  

is also called  emergency landing, are running  out of fuel, 

extremely  bad weather, medical  emergency, and aircraft  

hijack. Under the two most emergent situations, engine 

failure and running out of fuel, the aircraft may quickly lose 

flying power, and its maneuverability may be restricted to 

gliding. Once these happen a forced landing process has to 

be immediately carried out. If, as is usually the case, there is 

no airport, or even a runway that can be reached by the 

unpowered aircraft, a crash landing or ditching is inevitable 

.once these happen a forced landing process has to be 

immediately carried out. So, finding a safe landing-area is 

critical to the survival of passengers and crew. 

Conventionally, the pilot chooses the landing-site visually 

by looking at the terrain through the cockpit. This required 

fundamental skill acquired in the flight training program. 

However, many external environmental factors, i.e., fog, 

rain, illumination, etc., can significantly affect human 

vision. so that the decision of choosing the optimal  landing-

site greatly depends  on the pilot’s  flight experience. In 

addition to that the human eyes visual angle can 

simultaneously cover is limited. When the pilot looks to the 

left, what is on the right is missed and vice versa. The 

inability to simultaneously scan on both sides of the cockpit 

is a distinct disadvantage. Imaging sensors (Cameras) can 

compensate this problem by creating panorama images that 

provide the entire field-of-view (FOV) in front of the aero 

plane. In order to compensate for the natural  inadequacies 

of human  vision  and also to alleviate the negative effects  

of both external  and internal  factors,  a robust, reliable, and 

efficient  process  for safe landing-area detection  is greatly 

desirable. 

Before introducing the design of the system, we 

first investigate appropriate criteria to assess the safeness of 

the landing-sites. Two geographic concepts, elevation and 

landform, are taken into consideration. The gradient of 

elevation generally determines the roughness of the terrain. 

Landform describes terrain covering, i.e., forest, grass, 

water, rock, buildings, etc. Smooth elevation gradient by 

itself is not sufficient to guarantee a safe landing-site since 

the associated landform could be hazardous to the landing 

procedure. In addition, the landing-site must have sufficient 

length and width–which can vary with the type of airplane–

to enable a safe emergency landing. In summary we 

evaluate the “safeness” of a potential landing-site by 

considering its surface roughness and its dimensions. A 

landing-site is considered safe only if its surface is smooth 

and if its length and width are adequate. The proposed safe 

landing-site detection system is designed to automatically 

detect landing-sites that meet both of the requirements 

Therefore; we present a vision-based, automatic safe 

landing-area detection system. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Many achievements of autonomous landing have been 

accomplished [2-6] for known landing-sites by utilizing 

vision-based approaches to support unmanned aerial 

vehicles (UAVs) or helicopters. Landing marks, which often 

appear in high-contrasting the image so that can be easily 

detected, play a important role in these approaches by giving 

relative position information for state estimation. Then, for a 

landing strategy to be match in unknown environments 

which is usually the case for emergency landings of 

airplane, the dependence on known landing marks is 

limiting, therefore, annexable means of finding safe landing-

sites is desired. In [7] Garcia-Pardo, et al. designed a two-

step autonomous safe landing-site detection strategy. First, 

they applied a local contrast descriptor which is derived by 

normalizing the neighborhood of the to-be-tested pixel and 

then by manipulate & calculate the mean and the standard 

deviation of its neighborhood, to assess the roughness of the 

ground under the assumption that the boundaries of hazards 
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appear as high-contrast edges in the image, reacted by small 

values. A contrast threshold required to be selected to 

separate smooth areas and boundaries, and the middle 

contrast threshold is found to have a linear relationship with 

the ratio of mean and standard deviation of the whole image 

in the system. Then the landing-sites with a convenient size 

are search in the smooth areas. The main system was tested 

in an offline fashion, which are captured by real fights over 

a synthesized environment that means keeping white boxes 

on grassy ground. The detection results are implemented by 

a failure rate defined as the percentage of images in which 

the system fails to search any safe landing-site[8].The 

previous some authors are used the Spacecraft Landing 

Footprint for Safe Planetary Landing, in this system they 

used footprints for landing sites, but this system is not 

recognizing accurate space or area, one more author used  

UAV forced landings using machine vision system for 

landing , but they also shows approximate chances of exact 

area of space 

Fitzgerald, et al. also applied a two-step safe 

landing-site detection strategy. Firstly canny edge detector is 

used to describe the edges in the image. Such detection is 

computationally more efficient than the local contrast 

descriptor mentioned above. Secondly, the safe landing-sites 

are found by scanning the smooth area with a set of 

rectangular masks that are predefined in different scales and 

rotation angles. Three problems associated with the second 

step are as follows. 

1) It is not suitable or even impossible, to predefine a 

sufficiently large number of masks with all possible 

scales and angles. For example, if a potential safe 

landing-site has a shape which is not covered in the 

predefined mask set, the system is very likely to miss it. 

2) Several aeroplanes have different requirements for safe 

landing-sites in terms of the minimum length and width. 

Using a predefined set of masks limits the application of 

the system to different aeroplanes 

3) It is computationally costly to move all the masks over 

the smooth area. The computational cost is proportional 

to the number of masks so that the requirement of time 

conflicts with the requirement of detection accuracy. 

Related research of spacecraft landing has been 

conducted by many groups in recent years. The NASA Jet 

Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) proposed a LIDAR-based 

hazard avoidance approach for safe landing on Mars. They 

made use of elevation maps generated by scanning synthetic 

terrains with a simulated LIDAR model. Later, JPL 

introduced a fuzzy rule-based safety index to evaluate 

landing-sites.In addition ,they brought multi-sensor images 

into their approach. Based on a ballistic analysis, the JPL 

also proposed a method to estimate the reachable area for 

the spacecraft. In addition to its application to landing on 

Mars, autonomous landing and hazard avoidance 

technologies (ALHAT)are also utilized for lunar landing and 

UAV landing . Therefore, the proposed system has a wide 

range of potential applications.so to overcome these 

drawbacks; we are using this new advanced system called as 

Safe Landing-Area Detection System for Aero plane 

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Autonomous safe landing system solves the emergency 

landing problem for aero plane. Emergency landings are 

important; when an aircraft is unable to continue on its 

mission. This system proposes an automatic computer aided 

system that provides a robust, reliable, and efficient image 

analysis algorithm to detect smooth areas, avoid hazards, 

and measure dimensions of areas. 

IV. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

 
Fig. 1: Flow diagram of safe landing Area detection system 

The proposed safe landing-area detection system 

consists of main modules as follows: 

1) Images Captured (by aircraft-mounted cameras) 

2) Image Stitching- SIFT Algorithm 

3) Image-Enhancement 

4) Horizon detection algorithm-K Mean Clustering Algo. 

5) Roughness Assement-Canny Edge Detector 

6) Segmentation & Classification  

 K-mean clustering method  

 PCA &Cross correlation Classifier 

7) Morphological operation 

8) Dimension Assessment-Blob Analysis 

9) Visualization 

1) Initially, Terrain images acquired by aero plane-

mounted cameras. (We used Google Earth Images) 

2) Image joining is used for a creating bigger field-of-

view  

3) Image improvement used for improved visibility of 

image. 

4) Then, Horizon detection algorithm to identify the 

ground & sky in the image.  

5) Then, the terrain image is segmented based on color 

which is used to find out various clusters. Principle 

component analysis is used for feature extraction & 

Classification of various clusters done by Cross 

correlation Classifier 

6) Whose Dimensions are measured by using blob 

Analysis 

7) If, the measurement of a candidate region beyond the 

minimum need for safe landing, the potential landing-

site is considered a safe candidate Region in the 

system. 

8) Finally, the pilot makes the final decision by deciding 

one of the candidates and also by considering many 

factors such as wind speed and wind direction, etc. 

Ideally, when the aircraft is flying in the upper air, 

it can be guided to an approximately smooth area according 

to the gradient information extracted from the elevation 

map. Then, the proposed detection system leads the aircraft 

to a safe landing-site. In practical most aircraft's do not have 
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either a database of elevation maps or a LIDAR sensor 

system. The image captured by aircraft-mounted cameras is 

the only available information source, so the proposed CAD 

system plays a important role in this scenario. Description of 

Some important algo.as follows,  

A. Image Stitching (SIFT Algo.): 

The well-known SIFT technique is very robust. In this 

project, we have used features-based image stitching such as 

SIFT algorithm which is rotation, scale invariant as well as 

more effective in presence of noise. It has highly distinctive 

features. The SIFT technique is one of the most robust and 

widely used image matching algorithm based on local 

features. It ensures a good mosaic image and a reliable 

result. SIFT is a feature detection and description technique. 

SIFT produces key point descriptors which describes the 

image features. SIFT technique has four computational steps 

for extracting key points: 

1) Scale-space peak selection 

2) Key-point localization 

3) Orientation-assignment   

4) Defining key-point descriptors. 

To each image, it builds image pyramid by 

generating progressively blurred out images and it subtracts 

neighbor images to get the difference of Gaussian (DOG) 

pyramid. Then, it detects the extreme for DOG pyramid. 

The number of key points was reduced to help in increasing 

efficiency and also the robustness of the technique. 

B. Roughness Assement (Canny Edge Detector):  

Roughness of the ground and the presence of hazards are 

often reflected as boundaries and as a high-variance of pixel 

intensity values in visible images. If high-resolution 

elevation maps are not available, it is valid to assume that 

identifying rough areas or hazardous objects on the ground 

is equivalent to the process of edge detection in visible 

images. 

Canny edge detector optimal edge detection 

technique as provide good detection, clear response and 

good localization. The Canny method finds edges by 

looking for local maxima of the gradient of I. The gradient 

is calculated using the derivative of a Gaussian filter. The 

method uses two thresholds, to detect strong and weak 

edges, and includes the weak edges in the output only if they 

are connected to strong edges 

C. Segmentation (K-Mean):  

Segmentation’ means to divide anything into small parts and 

image segmentation means to divide the image into sub 

parts in order to separate the object from the background 

and to extract the Region of Interest (ROI). Image 

segmentation is the basic part of image analysis, i.e. to 

analyze each and every part of the image and to collect the 

data about the image [3]. Clustering is the process that 

classifies the similarities among the objects which belong 

from the same group and dissimilarities about the objects 

that are associated from other groups. The clustering 

approach is the compression technique which reduces the 

size of the large dataset. K-means is the non-hierarchical 

clusters, which are used for the cluster value calculations. 

D. Colour-Based Segmentation Using K-Means Clustering  

This shows how to segment colours in an automated fashion 

using the L*a*b* colour space and K-means clustering.  

1) Step 1: Read Image   

2) Step 2: Convert Image from RGB Colour Space to 

L*a*b* Colour Space                                                      

3) Step 3: Classify the Colours in 'a*b*' Space Using K-

Means Clustering                                        

4) Step 4: Label Every Pixel in the Image Using the 

Results from KMEANS             

5) Step 5: Create Images that Segment the H&E Image by 

Colour.                                                        

6) Step 6: Segment the Nuclei into a Separate Image 

V. RESULT & DISCUSSIONS 

The system described above is implemented using Mat lab 

and the result was successfully obtained. Instead of working 

on the real time images from aircraft mounted camera, 

experiments were performed on Google Earth images. In 

this system, the visualization interface designed to highlight 

smooth &largest safe landing-site candidates for the pilot’s 

final decision, which is act as the human-machine interface. 

If the system provides the pilot with all the possible choices 

in the system, he may get confused when seeing so many 

recommended areas on the screen. So, Detected landing-

areas are sorted in a descending order based on their 

Smoothness & its dimension. Therefore the pilot can 

efficiently evaluate the recommended candidates in a 

rational order in the system. The pilot will make his final 

decision by choosing one landing-site from the 

recommended candidates and by considering other factors. 

 
Fig. 2: Input Images for Detection System 

 
Fig. 3: Panorama Image for Bigger view 
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Fig. 4: Image Enhancement 

 
Fig. 5: Horizon Detection 

 
Fig. 6: Roughness Assessments 

 
Fig. 7: Segmentation & Classification 

 
Fig. 8: Morphological operation 

 
Fig. 9: Dimension Assessment 

 
Fig. 10: Visualization 

VI. CONCLUSION 

This methodology mainly focused on safe landing-area 

detection system for robust, reliable, and efficient 

emergency landing of aero plane. This proposed system 

removes limitations of human eyes which works mainly, 

assists the pilot to find safe landing-sites. And more 

important, it saves time under emergency conditions at the 

time of work. In the further step the proposed system will be 

further extended to better meet practical demands and 

applications in the system. 
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